
 
 

MakeUp in LosAngeles, a global make-up and skincare offer to 
match the next lifestyle! 

 
In a dynamic market evolving as quickly as consumer trends, MakeUp in LosAngeles 2022 will 
highlight again on 23rd and 24th February 2022, the exceptional ability of beauty actors from 
Skincare and Makeup to revolutionize their conceptual approach and production methods to 
keep up with the growing demand. 
 
More than 200 exhibitors, key players of the Skincare and Makeup industries!   

 
The biggest names of the global subcontracting beauty industry, will be gathered on the show 
floor, ranging from Formulation, Packaging, Accessories to Contract manufacturer, Design, 
Machines and Ingredients. The innovation and creativity of our suppliers will be at the heart 
of the exchanges with the American and West-Coast beauty brands. 
 
Among the 2022 Exhibitors list: Orchard, Mana Products, Roberts Beauty, Baosheng, Shya 
Hsin, ILabs, Chiang Pao, Seacliff Beauty, Allta, Fusion Packaging, Lumson, HCP Packaging, 
Anisa, Confalioneri Matite, Engelwood Lab, Cosmetica Labs, Crystal Claire, Chromavis, Art 
Cosmetics, Cosmectics Group USA and much more….  Exhibitors list 
 
 
Spotlight on the next beauty trends! 

 
The pandemic has accelerated changes in consumer behavior, influencing how they shop and 
what they buy, revealing new trends and heightening existing ones in terms of beauty 
products and cosmetics. To answer this new evolving market, the 2022 edition of MakeUp in 
LosAngeles will be more than ever focused on beauty trends. 
 
Led by international beauty experts and key players in the U.S. market, 14 conferences will 
cover all emerging lifestyles and key aesthetic trends among which: 
 

 Welcome to the Era of Healthy Aging!  
By Beautystreams 
BEAUTYSTREAMS – The Global Beauty Industry Reference 
As the life expectancy of the global population increases, the consequences of aging 
are gaining more attention than ever. The notion of aging has long been considered in 
the context of a purely biological and medical definition, but today’s new take proposes 
a more holistic solution which tends to blur the boundaries between beauty, health, 
and well-being, relevant for all groups of society, regardless of age. Lifestyle, diet, self-
care, at-home devices are now widely regarded as a fundamental aspect of healthy 
and mindful aging and living, and have sparked considerable interest across all 
generations. The conversations surrounding aging are undoubtedly changing with 
brands, and even the media, moving away from communication which focuses on 
eradicating all signs of getting older, and instead promoting the notion of being in 
harmony with one’s age, its visible signs, and its effects. 

https://makeup-in-losangeles.com/participants-en/
https://beautystreams.com/


Join BEAUTYSTREAMS for an expert perspective on aging in our society and its impact 
on the beauty industry. BEAUTYSTREAMS is the global beauty industry reference 
platform. It is a one-stop, trend insights source for strategy, marketing, and product 
development teams worldwide. 
 

 Leveraging Influence Into Products 
Panel discussion led by Anya Kay Influencer Marketing Expert  
Since the beginning of time, women dished about their beauty routines. Leading 
industry experts have become genuine voices influencing large online communities 
through storytelling; by sharing tips & tricks, best formulas and unveiling the latest and 
newest in beauty and self-care. Yet some have made the jump from experts to 
business owners, responsible for creating products in collaboration with large beauty 
brands or under their own name. Find out what the most daunting steps are when 
starting a new beauty company and the biggest challenges they ran into when looking 
for partners and suppliers. What are the challenges, opportunities and best ways of 
engaging influencers for product collaborations or starting your own brand? A panel of 
mega-influencers and brand owners will share their insights 

 

 Cosmetic Ingredient Trends 
By Society of Cosmetics Chemists 
www.scconline.org 
Skincare products routinely use innovative ingredients to help maintain healthy skin 
and improve visible signs of aging. As the global beauty industry continues to evolve, 
efficacy ingredients are increasingly found in color cosmetics through innovative 
products and key aesthetic trends.  This moderated panel of industry leaders will 
discuss ingredient trends for skin care and color cosmetic products. 

 

 The Future of Clean Beauty - Major Shifts and Future Opportunities  
By Cosmetics Inspiration& Creation  
Cosmetics Inspiration & Creation (inspiration-creation.com) 
The trend for Clean Beauty has been simmering away in recent years, however, the 
unprecedented circumstances of 2020 propelled it into a global aspiration. As the 
pandemic accentuated consumer awareness around personal – and planetary – 
health, the demand for Clean Beauty has accelerated. 
Rising ethical concerns are aligning with a more intellectual approach to beauty, to 
create a new pathway to conscious Beauty. 
During this round table, we will explore the way Clean Beauty has evolved 
internationally, the shifting consumer attitudes, and the powerful impact of social 
media and TikTok. We will delve into what these shifts mean for brands and explore 
the future opportunities for growth and innovation. 
 

 A delicate balance or a perfect storm: young beauty brands share their insights 
By The Young Group 
www.theyounggroupny.com/ 
Hear about the tribulations and triumphs of startups and young brands and what they 
can teach us all. 
Understand how to learn from blunders and optimize success. Find motivation to keep 
going when the journey is full of obstacles. This amazing panel will help you understand 
why indies brands are now 20% of our industry. 
 

 Brand Awareness through Social influencing! 

By AMERICAN INFLUENCER ASSOCIATION  

American Influencer Awards (aiaawards.com) 
We have seen the evolution of how brands create awareness through marketing in the 
last five years shift from traditional to trend forward influencer and acquisition 

https://www.scconline.org/
http://www.inspiration-creation.com/
https://www.theyounggroupny.com/
https://www.aiaawards.com/


marketing. Do brands abandon traditional marketing? How can we create brand 
awareness in this competitive social and technology driven world? We are excited to 
be here and answer those questions! We will be taking a deep dive into how to work 
with influencers to create the best reach to your end consumer and dig into how you 
can implement growth acquisition into your budget and marketing plans! 
Our discussion will also be informative on how to decide which influencer is best to 
speak on behalf of your brand, how you can create ambassador programs to retain 
loyalty, and the best end consumer content so you see conversion at every level. 
Lastly, there are multiple strategies for each channel of distribution (ecomm, retail, 
professional) we want to share how you can tailor your spends and creative reach for 
each channel to ensure you get the most out of your strategy. 
 
 

 
 

An inspiring animations program! 
 
The community will also gain valuable insights into global beauty trends and prospective 
thanks to 3 animations & workshops among which: 
 
Nature Power by Luisa Oliva 
 
Discover the fascinating world of plants and their uses in cosmetics. 
Nature offers an infinite number of ingredients and the possibility of creating clean, efficient, 
desirable, effective, safe and sensorial cosmetic formulations with controlled manufacturing 
methods. 4 sessions per day to focus on minimalist and effective formulations designed 
without any controversial ingredients. 
 
Beauty Talks & Inspiration Bar by Cosmetics Inspiration & Creation 
 
In an open and creative format, Cosmetics Inspiration & Creation will lead Beauty Talks to 

invite industry experts to discuss today’s major trends, focusing on four key themes, and how 

they will impact the beauty of tomorrow.  

  

During the event, the team will also curate the Inspiration Bar, gathering together the latest 

skincare and makeup product innovations that illustrate the major trends for the year ahead. 

Our Beauty specialists will offer expert insight on successful product innovation, and walk 

visitors through the disruptive textures, surprising effects, and invigorating smells of the latest 

products on the market. This sensorial journey is designed to boost the creative process. 

 
 
Trend Corner 

“Beauty brands must adapt to the new normal, in order to benefit from the announced 

resilience of the beauty market,” explains Leila Rochet, Chief Inspiration Officer of Cosmetics 

Inspiration and Creation.  

  

Despite the rolling uncertainty of living in a With Covid world, McKinsey predicts that Beauty 

sales in 2022 will overtake the pre-pandemic levels of 2019. Consumer sentiment is optimistic, 



and the urge to create moments of escapism and entertainment in the midst of all the 

unpredictability - is very real.  

  

“Creativity is fuelled by TikTok, and the shift towards self-education that happened over 

lockdown has enhanced consumers’ knowledge and skill-set. This creative autonomy, along 

with the rising digitalization of culture and the Gen Z influx are culminating to redefine Beauty. 

And in this new phase of aesthetic experimentation, makeup rebounds as a symbol of joy.” 

Leila Rochet, Chief Inspiration Officer of Cosmetics Inspiration and Creation 

  

For MakeUp in LosAngeles, the agency has selected four trends that define the need to 

reinvent beauty for 2022 and beyond. Joined by the common threads of fluidity and 

adaptability, these trends will help the industry to find new dimensions of excellence and 

luxury; redefine values; meet new requirements, and welcome the next normal of the 

industry. 

  

1/ Beauty Uncompromised 

 In 2022, purposeful beauty merges with sustainability to create a new beauty eco-system - 

one that is built upon uncompromising standards and principles. Consumers are pushing 

beyond ‘clean’ to a place of uncompromised wellbeing - where pleasure and personal beauty 

are achieved without detriment to people or planet. The expectation is for nothing less than 

net-zero.  

  

2/Joyspotting 

 As consumers navigate the uncertainty of a With Covid world, it sharpens the appetite for 

play and escapism. Joyspotting reveals a new facet of beauty, one where makeup is 

cumulatively self-care, a tool of transformation and a manifestation of self-fluidity.  Brands 

must approach the art of beauty as an act of pleasure and develop products that deliver an 

instant shot of happiness, in order to lift consumers out of the pandemic slump. 

  

3/ Radical Adaptive Beauty 

 As we move towards a post-inclusive society the beauty industry will seek to further 

individualise its approach, pushing beyond skin-tone matching to encircle all aspects 

of inclusivity. Today’s diverse and multifaceted consumers will expect to be met with products 

that fit their exacting needs. This radical adaptability will encircle everything from the 

specificities of melanin-rich skin issues to eyelash texture; from biological life-stages to access 

needs. 

  

4/ Augmented Underskin 

 The pandemic has stirred the ultra-fetishization of wellness and the healthification of the 

beauty 



industry. With a preventive mindset becoming the new normality, consumers are focused on 

care and safety, and they crave potent, power-dosing ingredients across all of their beauty 

products. In response, brands are engineering products using the latest technological 

advances, while at the same time introducing new, biological semantics into the beauty 

narrative. In the years ahead, consumers will be alerted to a new discourse around the 

underskin. 

  

    

About Cosmetics Inspiration & Creation 

  

Cosmetics Inspiration & Creation is an international trend forecasting and consulting agency 

founded in 2007, dedicated to beauty innovations. The trends services of the agency feed 

innovation processes and spot the beauty innovation of tomorrow thanks to in-depth trend 

reports. Tailored reports offering Consumer Insights and Market Intelligence are also available 

to boost innovation and transform insights into bespoke leverages.  

Cosmetics Inspiration & Creation performs consulting missions. The agency leverages trends 

and industry expertise to build innovative concepts, elevates scientific stories to help R&D 

departments, and recommends bespoke innovative concepts or platforms for international 

brands.  

For more information, contact contact@inspiration-creation.com or visit the website at 

www.inspiration-creation.com Follow the team on Twitter & Instagram: @cosmeticseeds. 

  

Contact Cosmetics Inspiration & Creation:  

  

Leila Rochet  

contact@inspiration-creation.com  

www.inspiration-creation.com 

 

 
 
Innovation & trends AWARDS 
 
At the heart of the MakeUp in LosAngeles show, skincare and makeup innovation is rewarded 
by the IT AWARDS. 
  
Recognized as a worldwide reference in terms of quality and product differentiation by beauty 
professionals, the Innovation & Trends Awards competition highlights the most innovative 
makeup and skincare products from the show's exhibitors, in line with the upcoming beauty 
trends. 
  

mailto:contact@inspiration-creation.com
http://www.inspiration-creation.com/
mailto:contact@inspiration-creation.com
http://www.inspiration-creation.com/


This competition, open free of charge to all our exhibitors, involves a dozen international 
experts in cosmetic innovation and trends to identify and elect the best in skincare and 
makeup innovation. 
  
The new selection procedure is carried out in 2 steps: 
 
The jury watches the exhibitors' video pitches and examines the applications for the most 
innovative accessory, formulation, full-service and packaging innovations in relation to the 
existing offer on the beauty market. 
In a second step, the experts meet to test the nominated novelties and award an IT AWARD 
to the 4? most innovative among them and in line with the beauty market trends. 
Real concentrate of innovation and trends, visitors will discover at the entrance of the show 
the 20 new products nominated MakeUp in LosAngeles IT AWARDS in the categories of 
innovation in skincare and makeup accessories, full-service formulation, packaging as well as 
the 4 ? big winners rewarded by a trophy. 
  
The MakeUp in LosAngeles IT Awards selection committee will take place on Tuesday, 
February 25, 2022 in the presence of:  
 

 Audrey Ducardonnet – Freelancer and expert in textures. 
Aurélie Banco – Founder of CO-LAB-ORA, a collaborative and ethical cosmetic 
laboratory. 

 Charlotte Marion – Product and innovation specialist (Yves Rocher, Dior, Chanel) and 
project management. 

 Charles-Emmanuel Gounod – Expert in B2B international trade in the beauty sector. 

 Dany Sanz – Brand creator, Make Up for Ever, consultant in product development and 
formulation. 

 Daniel Saclier – Expert in product development and packaging sourcing (L’Oréal, 
Guerlain, LVMH). 

 Florence Bernardin – Founder of Asia Com Lab, a company that analyzes and deciphers 
the Asian cosmetics market 

 Luisa Oliva – Founder of LO Consulting specialized in the design of make-up and skin 
care product formulations 

 Jean-Louis Mathiez – Expert in packaging, creator of the agency Cinqpats. 

 Jean-Claude Le Joliff, biologist, President of the Cosmétothèque, a conservatory of the 
sciences and techniques behind the creation of beauty products. 

 Julia Cornière, Account Executive Europe of the consumer insight & trend forecasting 
company FashionSnoops  

 Philippe Bonneyrat, Packaging and Plastics Engineer, founder of Lion Vert Création 
agency 

 
  
 
 
MakeUp in LosAngeles from 23rd to 24th February in Los Angeles Convention Center Hall B 
An intense, rich and exciting program with top quality conferences, workshops, animations and 
exhibitors, to discover innovations and product launches, network and understand the 
incoming  trends, co-create with the key players of the market and settle the cosmetics industry 
of tomorrow during 2 days of intense business in LA ! 



 
2 shows – 1 location 
Since 2018, MakeUp in LosAngeles is held concurently with Luxe Pack Los Angeles, the premier 
show for creative packaging in all sectors. 
 

https://makeup-in-losangeles.com 

 

 MakeUp in LosAngeles Press contact :  

Aurélie de BOISVILLIERS - Marketing & Communications Director  

aurelie.deboisvilliers@infopro-digital.com - Cell: +33 (0)6 69 66 93 74 

https://makeup-in-losangeles.com/
mailto:aurelie.deboisvilliers@infopro-digital.com

